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INSTRUCTIONS

KNITTERS LOOM STAND VARIABLE WIDTH

KLSV050321

For 30cm (12"), 50cm (20") or 70cm (28") Looms

Tools  Required
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Metal Bracket

12mm (½") screws

Knitters Loom 30cm (12”)
Attach the 2 metal brackets to the 2 legs with 12mm (½") 
round head screws into the pre drilled holes. Attach the 
footrest to one leg and one foot as illustrated with a 50mm 
(2”) bolt and barrel nut and lightly tighten with the Hex Key. 
Note the tapered leg fits snuggly into the tapered rebate in 
the foot. Repeat for the other side. Store the 2 extender rails 
and 32mm (1 ¼”) bolts and barrel nuts for future use with 
either a 50cm (20”) or 70cm (28”) Knitters Loom. Proceed to
Step 2.

Knitters Loom 50cm (20”) or 70cm (28”)
1. Secure the footrest to both extender rails using the
appropriate holes with 32mm (1 ¼”) bolts and barrel nuts.

2. Attach this footrest assembly to one leg and one foot as 
illustrated with 50mm (2”) bolts and barrel nuts and lightly 

tighten with the Hex Key. Note the tapered leg fits snuggly into 
the tapered rebate in the foot. Repeat for the other side.

3. Loosen the side knobs on your knitters loom. Then locate
the loom and bolts into the slots in the metal brackets
keeping the washers between the bracket and the knob.

4. Note the support braces are left
and right. Check they are on the
correct side and then attach them
to the legs with 45mm (1 ¾”) bolts
washers and knobs.

5. Sit at the loom and adjust the
angle of the loom and footrest to
suit. Raise the support braces under the front cross rail and
tighten all knobs and bolts.

6. Store the Hex Key in the hole in the footrest so you can
retighten the bolts later if required.

Enjoy weaving on your Knitters Loom!


